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success story 

HYPER ANNA + TECHNOLOGY 

How this global tech giant is using 
data-led insights to help small and 
medium-sized businesses grow
company: global tech leader

industry:  software + technology

company size: 150K+

location: global



Using data-led insights to help small 
and medium-sized businesses grow

C U S T O M E R  S T O R Y

“Managing a fast-paced, global portfolio there is so 
much information that I could look at, but Hyper Anna 
makes my life easier. In a very efficient way, I can see 
trends, nuances, opportunities and in a single click 
discover the root cause. Fast insights at scale that help 
all SMB customers grow.”

Global Sales Leader

Highl ights !
As Global Leader, the team manages a fast-paced, global portfolio focusing on high growth markets including APAC, Latin 
America, Nordics, Middle East & Africa as well as Eastern/Western Europe. With a passion for empowering small and 
medium sized businesses (SMBs) achieve more through digital advertising yet responsible for hundreds of customers 
across industries and time-zones, comes vast quantities of data and not enough time in the day to analyse it. The team 
needed a simple way to analyse and act on all this information, without having to cherry pick which customers or markets 
receive insights and which don’t.!
!
To reduce the time from data to action, the team turned to Hyper Anna with the goal of better using data to help all 
customers grow. Here’s what has changed since using the platform: !
!
ü  Data analysis now takes seconds, rather than hours or weeks!
ü  Greater cross collaboration with global teams such as sales excellence, engineering and marketing!
ü  New opportunities to help SMBs reach more customers and efficiently create, launch and manage new digital campaigns!
ü  Increased customer and revenue growth from opportunities identified in Hyper Anna.!



OVERCOMING CHALLENGES AROUND DATA!

Priori t is ing fast  insights 
As a technology company, there is no shortage of data. In fact, looking at data is a critical part of daily operations 
and in order to make the most accurate decisions, the team pulls data from a large range of sources and 
dashboards. But responsible for a vast global portfolio -  all SMB customers across emerging markets and time-
zones - and with digital spend and activity skyrocketing, the team found that whilst internal dashboards would give 
them the macro view to what happened, nothing would give them the ‘why’ - identifying the root cause of a trend or 
an unexpected event in a single click. The team needed something simple, scalable and fast. !
!
!
USING HYPER ANNA  !

Accelerat ing to ‘WHY’ 
Hyper Anna has changed the way the team runs their day to day, so from a insights perspective, it’s a game 
changer. Like reading the latest news headlines each morning, the team looks at Hyper Anna daily, checking what’s 
happening in their portfolio, what’s unexpected and can instantly discover why. !
!
As soon as they began using Hyper Anna he saw the benefit of Hyper Anna automating root cause analysis, so in a 
single click, they can identify what’s trending up/down and what’s driving this – which country, customer, industry, 
agency, campaign, product line has shifted and why. From there they shares results with sales, marketing and 
engineering teams in real time, developing business cases and recommendations for additional staff and customer 
support, providing the best experience for SMB customers.!
!
Before Hyper Anna, it would have taken triple the time and multiplied by the number of customers in his portfolio, 
almost impossible. With Hyper Anna, analytics is a seamless part of their everyday routine because it’s efficient, 
quick and transparent.!
!
!
RESULTS!

Driving global  outcomes 

Hyper Anna is now the analytics technology at the centre of their workflow. With a newfound ability to analyse data 
and distribute insights at scale, the company can finally deliver actionable insights to all SMB customers and 
partners across all emerging markets. Hyper Anna has become part of the daily work flow and the team regularly 
uses the platform during weekly and monthly meetings to evaluate data in real time and make quick and informed 
decisions throughout the business. !



THE BOTTOM LINE!
!

“Hyper Anna gives us the edge to provide the best experience to all SMBs 

as we have intelligence at our fingertips to help them grow.  

That for us is the way forward.” 
!
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GLOBAL SALES LEADER!
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Start your POC today !
https:/ /www.hyperanna.com/contact/start-your-poc !

About Hyper Anna!

Hyper Anna is an award winning AI-powered analytics platform 
and a leading software of choice for major organisations 
around the world including Microsoft, IAG, Westpac, Singtel, 
and Toyota. With offices in Australia and Singapore and voted 
by Gartner, CB Insights, KPMG and Deloitte as a leading 
global innovator, Hyper Anna enables everyone, regardless of 
skills or background, to analyse data and share insights in 
seconds. Replacing the repetitive task of number crunching 
and designing presentations, Hyper Anna lets you turn data 
into better decisions, instantly.!
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